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ABSTRACT: We describe an algorithm for designing the equilibrium base-
pairing properties of a test tube of interacting nucleic acid strands. A target test
tube is specified as a set of desired “on-target” complexes, each with a target
secondary structure and target concentration, and a set of undesired “off-target”
complexes, each with vanishing target concentration. Sequence design is
performed by optimizing the test tube ensemble defect, corresponding to the
concentration of incorrectly paired nucleotides at equilibrium evaluated over the
ensemble of the test tube. To reduce the computational cost of accepting or
rejecting mutations to a random initial sequence, the structural ensemble of each
on-target complex is hierarchically decomposed into a tree of conditional
subensembles, yielding a forest of decomposition trees. Candidate sequences are evaluated efficiently at the leaf level of the
decomposition forest by estimating the test tube ensemble defect from conditional physical properties calculated over the leaf
subensembles. As optimized subsequences are merged toward the root level of the forest, any emergent defects are eliminated via
ensemble redecomposition and sequence reoptimization. After successfully merging subsequences to the root level, the exact test
tube ensemble defect is calculated for the first time, explicitly checking for the effect of the previously neglected off-target
complexes. Any off-target complexes that form at appreciable concentration are hierarchically decomposed, added to the
decomposition forest, and actively destabilized during subsequent forest reoptimization. For target test tubes representative of
design challenges in the molecular programming and synthetic biology communities, our test tube design algorithm typically
succeeds in achieving a normalized test tube ensemble defect ≤1% at a design cost within an order of magnitude of the cost of
test tube analysis.
KEYWORDS: dilute solution, equilibrium base-pairing, target secondary structure, target concentration, test tube ensemble focusing,
hierarchical ensemble decomposition, test tube ensemble defect

The programmable chemistry of nucleic acid base pairing
serves as a versatile medium for the rational design of self-

assembling molecular structures, devices, and systems.1,2 To
assist in these engineering efforts, analysis algorithms have been
developed to enable calculation of the equilibrium base-pairing
properties of a dilute solution of interacting nucleic acid strands
(e.g., a test tube), yielding predictions for the equilibrium
concentration and base-pairing probabilities for an arbitrary
number of complex species that form from an arbitrary number
of strand species.3−12 Of course, in an engineering setting,
sequence analysis must be preceded by sequence design.
However, no analogous sequence design algorithm exists for
engineering the equilibrium base-pairing properties of a test
tube of interacting nucleic acid strands.
To date, considerable effort has been invested in addressing

the crucial subsidiary challenge of designing the equilibrium
base-pairing properties of a single complex of (one or more)
interacting nucleic acid strands.5,13−29 For complex design, the
user specifies a target secondary structure for the complex;
neither the concentration of the complex, nor the concen-
trations of other undesired complexes are considered. As a
result, sequences that are successfully optimized to stabilize a
target secondary structure in the context of a complex, may
nonetheless fail to ensure that this complex forms at

appreciable concentration when the strands are introduced
into a test tube (see Figure 1). To address this major
conceptual and practical shortcoming, the present work
formulates nucleic acid sequence design in the context of a
test tube of interacting nucleic acid strands at equilibrium. For
test tube design, the user specifies: (1) a set of desired “on-
target” complexes, each with a target secondary structure and
target concentration, (2) a set of undesired “off-target”
complexes, each with vanishing target concentration.
We have previously shown that complex design can be

formulated as an optimization problem based on a physically
meaningful objective function, the complex ensemble de-
fect.12,22 For a candidate sequence and target secondary
structure, the complex ensemble defect is the average number
of incorrectly paired nucleotides at equilibrium evaluated over
the ensemble of the complex.15,22 Here, to provide a physically
meaningful objective function for test tube design, we derive
the test tube ensemble defect, corresponding to the concentration
of incorrectly paired nucleotides at equilibrium evaluated over
the ensemble of the test tube. To provide a basis for efficient
optimization of the test tube ensemble defect, we extend
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hierarchical sequence optimization concepts previously devel-
oped for complex design5,16−18,22 and derive test tube ensemble
focusing and hierarchical ensemble decomposition methods
that enable efficient estimation of the test tube ensemble defect.

■ THEORY
We begin by describing the physical quantities that provide the
basis for analyzing and designing the equilibrium base-pairing
properties of a test tube of interacting nucleic acid strands.
Secondary Structure Model. The sequence, ϕ, of one or

more interacting RNA strands is specified as a list of bases ϕa ∈
{A, C, G, U} for a = 1,...,|ϕ| (T replaces U for DNA). A
secondary structure, s, of one or more interacting RNA strands is
defined by a set of base pairs (each a Watson−Crick pair [A·U
or C·G] or a wobble pair [G·U]). A polymer graph
representation of a secondary structure is constructed by
ordering the strands around a circle, drawing the backbones in
succession from 5′ to 3′ around the circumference with a nick
between each strand, and drawing straight lines connecting
paired bases. A secondary structure is unpseudoknotted if there
exists a strand ordering for which the polymer graph has no
crossing lines. A secondary structure is connected if no subset of
the strands is free of the others. A complex of interacting strands
with strand ordering, π, has structural ensemble, Γ, containing all
connected polymer graphs with no crossing lines.11 (We
dispense with our prior convention11,12,22 of calling this entity

an ordered complex). See Supporting Information section S1.3
for a discussion of distinguishability issues. For sequence ϕ and
secondary structure s ∈ Γ, the f ree energy, ΔG(ϕ, s), is
calculated using nearest-neighbor empirical parameters for
RNA in 1 M Na+30,31 or for DNA in user-specified Na+ and
Mg2+ concentrations.32−34 These physical models have practical
utility for the analysis35−43 and design44−60 of functional nucleic
acid systems and provide the basis for rational analysis and
design of equilibrium base-pairing in the context of a dilute
solution.

Analyzing Equilibrium Base-Pairing in a Test Tube.
Let Ψ0 denote the set of strand species that interact in a test
tube to form the set of complex species Ψ. For complex j ∈ Ψ,
with sequence ϕj and structural ensemble Γj, the partition
function

∑ϕ ϕ= −Δ
∈Γ

Q G s k T( ) exp[ ( , )/ ]j
s

j B
j

can be used to calculate the equilibrium probability of any
secondary structure s ∈ Γj:

ϕ ϕ ϕ= −Δp s G s k T Q( , ) exp[ ( , )/ ]/ ( )j j jB

Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. The
equilibrium base-pairing properties of complex j are charac-
terized by the base-pairing probability matrix P(ϕj), with entries
Pa,b(ϕj) ∈ [0, 1] corresponding to the probability,

∑ϕ ϕ=
∈Γ

P p s S s( ) ( , ) ( )a b
j

s
j

a b, ,

j

that base pair a·b forms at equilibrium within ensemble Γj.
Here, S(s) is a structure matrix with entries Sa,b(s) = 1 if
structure s contains base pair a·b and Sa,b(s) = 0 otherwise. For
convenience, the structure and probability matrices are
augmented with an extra column to describe unpaired bases.
The entry Sa,|s|+1 (s) is unity if base a is unpaired in structure s
and zero otherwise; the entry Pa,|ϕj|+1 (ϕj) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the
equilibrium probability that base a is unpaired over ensemble
Γj. Hence, the row sums of the augmented S(s) and P(ϕj)
matrices are unity.
Let QΨ ≡ Qj ∀j ∈ Ψ denote the set of partition functions for

the complexes in the test tube. The set of equilibrium
concentrations, xΨ, (specified as mole fractions) are the unique
solution to the strictly convex optimization problem:11

∑ − −
∈ΨΨ

x x Qmin (log log 1)
x j

j j j
(1a)

= ∀ ∈ ΨA x x isubject to i j j i,
0 0

(1b)

where the constraints impose conservation of mass. A is the
stoichiometry matrix with entries Ai,j corresponding to the
number of strands of type i in complex j, and xi

0 is the total
concentration of strand i introduced to the test tube.
To analyze the equilibrium base-pairing properties of a test

tube, the partition function, Q(ϕj), and equilibrium pair
probability matrix, P(ϕj), must be calculated for each complex
j ∈ Ψ using Θ(|ϕj|3) dynamic programs.3−11 The equilibrium
concentrations, xΨ, are calculated by solving the convex
programming problem (eq 1) using an efficient trust region
method at a cost that is typically negligible by comparison.11

The overall time complexity to analyze the test tube is then
O(|Ψ||ϕ|max3 ), where |ϕ|max is the size of the largest complex.

Figure 1. Complex design vs test tube design. (a) Complex design.
Sequence design formulated in the context of a complex (left) ensures
that at equilibrium the target structure dominates the structural
ensemble of the complex (center). Unfortunately, subsequent
thermodynamic analysis in the context of a test tube reveals that the
desired heterodimer occurs at negligible concentration relative to other
undesired monomers and homodimers (right). (b) Test tube design.
Sequence design formulated in the context of a test tube (left) ensures
that at equilibrium the desired “on-target” complex is dominated by its
target structure and forms at approximately its target concentration
and that undesired “off-target” complexes (monomers and homo-
dimers) form at negligible concentrations (center). Subsequent
thermodynamic analysis in the context of a test tube (right) is
consistent with the test tube design formulation, hence providing no
new information and no unpleasant surprises.
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In specifying an analysis problem, a convenient and powerful
approach is to define Ψ to include all complexes of up to Lmax
strands. For a test tube containing the set of strands, Ψ0, the
total number of complexes that can form of up to size Lmax is

11

∑ ∑|Ψ| = |Ψ |
= = LL

L

l

L l L

1 1

0 gcd( , )max

(2)

leading to an overall time complexity to analyze the test tube of
O(|Ψ0|Lmax|ϕ|max

3 /Lmax).
Test Tube Design Problem Specification. A test tube

design problem is specified as a target test tube containing a set
of desired on-target complexes, Ψon, and a set of undesired of f-
target complexes, Ψoff. The set of complexes in the test tube is
then:

Ψ = Ψ ∪ Ψon off

Each complex, j ∈ Ψ, is specified as a strand ordering, πj,
corresponding to structural ensemble Γj. For each on-target
complex, j ∈ Ψon, the user specifies a target secondary structure,
sj, and a target concentration, yj. For each off-target complex, j
∈ Ψoff, the target concentration is vanishing (yj = 0) and there
is no target structure (sj = ⌀). When specifying the off-targets in
Ψoff, it is convenient to include all complexes of up to Lmax
strands. For example, by eq 2, four strands can interact to form
108 complexes of up to size Lmax = 4.
Complementarity constraints may be imposed on the design at

the sequence level by defining strands in terms of sequence
domains (e.g., see the sequence domains in the monomer and
dimer on-target structures of Figure 9a) and at the structural
level by specifying base-pairing within the on-target structures.
Complementarity constraints can propagate between com-
plexes if, for example, nucleotides a are b are paired in one on-
target structure and nucleotides b and c are paired in another
on-target structure.
Test Tube Ensemble Defect Objective Function. We

seek to perform sequence optimization for test tube design
based on a physically meaningful objective function that
quantifies sequence quality with respect to the target test tube.
As a precedent for this approach, consider the related

problem of complex design, where the goal is to design strands
that, at equilibrium, adopt a target secondary structure within
the ensemble of a complex. For a candidate sequence, ϕj, and
target structure, sj, the complex ensemble defect15,22

∑ϕ ϕ ϕ= | | −
ϕ

ϕ

≤ ≤ | |

≤ ≤ | |+

n s P S s( , ) ( ) ( )j j j
a

b

a b
j j

1

1 1

,

j

j

is the average number of incorrectly paired nucleotides at
equilibrium evaluated over the ensemble of the complex, Γj.
The complex ensemble defect falls in the interval (0, |ϕj|). For
complex design, the complex ensemble defect provides a
physically meaningful objective function for quantifying
sequence quality.
Here, to provide a basis for test tube design, we derive the

test tube ensemble defect, representing the concentration of
incorrectly paired nucleotides at equilibrium evaluated over the
ensemble of the test tube. For candidate sequences, ϕΨ, and a
target test tube with target secondary structures, sΨ, and target
concentrations, yΨ, the test tube ensemble defect

∑ϕ ϕ=Ψ Ψ Ψ
∈Ψ

C s y c s y( , , ) ( , , )
j

j j j
(3)

may be expressed in terms of the defect contribution of each
complex j ∈ Ψ:

ϕ ϕ ϕ= + | | −c s y n s x y y x( , , ) ( , )min( , ) max( , 0)j j j j j j j j j j

(4)

For each on-target complex, j ∈ Ψon, the first term in eq 4
represents the structural defect, quantifying the concentration of
nucleotides that are in an incorrect base-pairing state on
average within the ensemble of complex j, and the second term
represents the concentration defect, quantifying the concen-
tration of nucleotides that are in an incorrect base-pairing state
because there is a deficiency in the concentration of complex j.
Because yj = 0 for off-target complexes, the structural and
concentration defects are both identically zero (so the sum in
eq 3 may be written over Ψon instead of Ψ). This does not
mean that the defects associated with the off-targets are
ignored. By conservation of mass, nonzero off-target concen-
trations imply deficiencies in on-target concentrations, and
these concentration defects are quantified by eq 3. The test
tube ensemble defect falls in the interval (0, ynt), where

∑ ϕ≡ | |
∈Ψ

y y
j

j jnt
on

is the total concentration of nucleotides in the test tube.
Note that if there is only one species of complex in the test

tube (|Ψ| = 1), its concentration is necessarily equal to the
target concentration (x1 = y1), so the formulation is
independent of concentration. In this case, optimization of
the test tube ensemble defect, C(ϕ1, s1, y1), is equivalent to
optimization of the complex ensemble defect, n(ϕ1, s1).
Calculation of the test tube ensemble defect (eq 3) requires

calculation of the complex partition functions, QΨ, which are
used to calculate the equilibrium concentrations, xΨ, as well as
the equilibrium pair probability matrices, PΨon, which are used
to calculate the complex ensemble defects, nΨon. Hence, the time
complexity to evaluate the test tube ensemble defect is the same
as the time complexity to analyze equilibrium base-pairing in a
test tube.

■ ALGORITHM
Overview. We describe a test tube design algorithm based

on test tube ensemble defect optimization. For a target test
tube with target secondary structures, sΨ, and target
concentrations, yΨ, we seek to design a set of sequences, ϕΨ,
such that the test tube ensemble defect satisfies the test tube stop
condition:

ϕ ≤Ψ Ψ ΨC s y C( , , ) stop (5)

with

≡C f ystop stop nt

for a user-specified value of fstop ∈ (0, 1).
The test tube ensemble defect is reduced via iterative

mutation of a random initial sequence. Because of the high
computational cost of calculating the test tube ensemble defect,
it is important to avoid direct recalculation of C in evaluating
each candidate mutation. We exploit two approximations to
enable efficient estimation of the test tube ensemble defect:
using test tube ensemble focusing, sequence optimization initially
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focuses on only the on-target portion of the test tube ensemble;
using hierarchical ensemble decomposition, the structural
ensemble of each on-target complex is hierarchically decom-
posed into a tree of conditional subensembles, yielding a forest
of decomposition trees. Candidate sequences are evaluated
efficiently by estimating the test tube ensemble defect from
conditional physical properties calculated over the conditional
structural ensembles at the leaf level of the decomposition
forest. As optimized subsequences are merged toward the root
level of the forest, any emergent defects are eliminated via
ensemble redecomposition from the parent level on down and
sequence reoptimization from the leaf level on up. After
subsequences are successfully merged to the root level, the
exact test tube ensemble defect, C, is calculated for the first
time, explicitly checking for the effect of the previously
neglected off-target complexes. Any off-target complexes
observed to form at appreciable concentration are hierarchically
decomposed, added to the decomposition forest, and actively
destabilized during subsequent forest reoptimization. The
elements of this hierarchical sequence optimization algorithm
are described below and in the pseudocode of Supporting
Information Algorithm S1.
Test Tube Ensemble Focusing. To reduce the cost of

sequence optimization, the set of complexes, Ψ, is partitioned
into two disjoint sets:

Ψ = Ψ ∪ Ψactive passive

where Ψactive denotes complexes that will be actively designed
and Ψpassive denotes complexes that will inherit sequence
information from Ψactive. Only the complexes in Ψactive are
directly accounted for in the focused test tube ensemble that is
used to evaluate candidate sequences. Initially, we set

Ψ = Ψ Ψ = Ψ,active on passive off

so that only the on-target complexes are included in the
focused test tube ensemble at the outset of sequence design.
Hierarchical Ensemble Decomposition. Exact evaluation

of the test tube ensemble defect, C, requires calculation of the
defect contribution, cj, for each complex j ∈ Ψ. The Θ(|ϕj|3)
cost of calculating cj is dominated by calculation of the partition
function, Qj, and equilibrium pair probability matrix, Pj. To
reduce the cost of evaluating candidate sequences, we seek to
estimate cj at lower cost by hierarchically decomposing the
structural ensemble, Γj, of each complex j ∈ Ψactive into a tree of
subensembles, yielding a forest of |Ψon| decomposition trees.
Each node in the forest is indexed by a unique integer k.
Estimating the defect contribution, cj, using physical quantities
calculated at depth d requires calculation of the nodal partition
function, Qk, and nodal pair probability matrix, Pk, at cost
Θ(|ϕk|3) for each node k at depth d in the decomposition tree
of complex j. For an optimal binary decomposition, |ϕk| halves
and the number of nodes doubles at each depth moving down
the tree, so the cost of estimating cj at depth d can be a factor of
1/22d−2 lower than the cost of calculating cj exactly on the full
ensemble Γj. Hence, for maximum efficiency, candidate
mutations are evaluated based on the estimated test tube
ensemble defect calculated at the leaves of the decomposition
forest. As designed subsequences are merged toward the root
level, the test tube ensemble defect is estimated at intermediate
depths in the forest.
To decompose the structural ensemble Γk of parent node k,

the nucleotides of k are partitioned into left and right child
nodes kl and kr by a split-point F (Figure 2a). In each child

ensemble, the base pair adjacent to F is enforced, leading to
conditional child ensembles, Γ̃kl and Γ̃kr, that can be used to
reconstruct the conditional parent ensemble, Γ̃k, which contains
all structures in Γk that contain the two base pairs that sandwich
F. For the purposes of accuracy, it is important that Γ̃k should
include those structures that dominate the equilibrium physical
properties of Γk, while, for the purposes of efficiency, it is
important that Γ̃k should exclude as many structures as possible
that contribute negligibly to the equilibrium physical properties
of Γk. Hence, the utility of ensemble decomposition hinges on
suitable placement of the split-point F within parent node k.
The dual goals of accuracy and efficiency can both be

achieved by placing the split-point F within a duplex that forms
with high probability at equilibrium such that approximately
half the parent nucleotides are partitioned to each child. Recall
that the structural ensemble Γk is defined to contain all
unpseudoknotted secondary structures, corresponding to
precisely those polymer graphs with no crossing base pairs.
Since no structure in Γk can contain both base pairs that
sandwich F and base pairs that cross F, placement of F between
base pairs with probability close to one implies that the
structures containing base pairs crossing F occur with low
probability at equilibrium and may be safely neglected.
Partitioning the parent nucleotides into left and right children
of equal size minimizes the total cost, Θ(|ϕkl|

3) + Θ(|ϕkr|
3), of

evaluating both children.
During the course of sequence design, if the base pairs

sandwiching split-point F in parent k do not form with
probability close to one, the accuracy of the decomposition
breaks down. In this case, Γ̃k excludes structures that are
important to the equilibrium physical properties of Γk,
preventing the children from approximating the full defect of
the parent. As we describe later, the resulting decomposition
defects are eliminated by redecomposing the parental ensemble,
Γk, using a set of multiple exclusive split-points, {F}, that define
exclusive child subensembles (Figure 2b), again enabling
accurate estimation of the parental physical properties.

Structure-Guided Decomposition of On-Target Com-
plexes. At the outset of sequence design, equilibrium base-
pairing probabilities are not yet available to guide ensemble
decomposition. Instead, initial decomposition of each on-target
complex, j ∈ Ψactive, is guided by the user-specified on-target
structure, sj, making the optimistic assumption that the base

Figure 2. Ensemble decomposition of a parent node using one or
more split-points sandwiched by base pairs. (a) The single split-point,
F, partitions the nucleotides of parent node, k, into left and right child
nodes kl and kr. (b) The two split-points, F1 and F2, cross in the
polymer graph (denoted F1 ⊗ F2) and are hence exclusive. Split-points
within each parent are depicted in red, sandwiching base pairs within
each parent are depicted in blue, and base pairs that are enforced
within each child ensemble are depicted in green.
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pairs in sj will form with probability close to one after sequence
design. Using this structure-guided ensemble decomposition
approach, as the quality of the sequence design improves, the
quality of the ensemble decomposition approximation will also
improve.
For each complex j ∈ Ψactive, the target structure sj is

decomposed into a (possibly unbalanced) binary tree of
substructures, resulting in a forest of |Ψon| trees. Each
nucleotide in parent structure sk is partitioned to either the
left or right child substructure (sk = skl ∪ skr, skl ∩ skr = ⌀) via
decomposition at a split-point F between base pairs within a
duplex stem of sk. Eligible split-points are those locations within
a duplex stem with at least Hsplit consecutive base pairs on
either side, such that each child would have at least Nsplit
nucleotides. An eligible split-point is selected so as to minimize
the difference in the number of nucleotides in each child,
||ϕkl| − |ϕkr||. See Figure 3 for an example of structure-guided
hierarchical ensemble decomposition.

If the maximum depth of a leaf in the forest of binary trees is
D, any nodes with depth d < D that lack an eligible split-point
are replicated at each depth down to D so that all leaves have
depth D. Let Λ denote the set of all nodes in the forest. Let Λd
denote the set of all nodes at depth d.
Stop Condition Stringency. In order to build in tolerance

for a basal level of decomposition defect as subsequences are
merged moving up the decomposition forest, the stringency of
the test tube stop condition (eq 5) is increased by a factor of
fstringent ∈ (0, 1) at each level moving down the decomposition
forest:

≡ ∀ ∈−C C f d D( ) {1, ..., }d
dstop

stop stringent
1

Efficient Estimation of Test Tube Ensemble Proper-
ties. In the following sections, we describe how to calculate
physical quantities at any level d ∈ {2,...,D} so as to efficiently
and accurately estimate the complex contributions, cΨactive, to the
test tube ensemble defect, C. The complex partition function
estimates, Q̃Ψactive, are constructed from the conditional partition
functions, Q̃Λd

, and the complex pair probability matrix
estimates, P̃Ψactive, are constructed from the conditional pair

probability matrices, P̃Λd
. Complex concentration estimates,

xΨ̃active, are then calculated based on Q̃Ψactive, using deflated mass
constraints to model the effect of the neglected off-target
complexes in Ψpassive. Complex ensemble defect estimates, nΨ̃on,
are calculated based on P̃Ψon. These estimates are then used to
calculate the defect estimates, cΨ̃on, which are summed to
produce the test tube ensemble defect estimate, C̃d.

Complex Partition Function Estimate. We begin by
calculating the complex partition function estimate, Q̃j, for
each complex j ∈ Ψactive in terms of conditional partition
functions evaluated efficiently at any depth d ∈ {2,...,D}.
Consider node k at depth d. Let Ek denote the set of base

pairs that are enforced in node k and are hence adjacent to a
split-point in some ancestor. On node k, we calculate the
conditional partition function

ϕ̃ ≡ |Q Q E( )k k k (6)

over the conditional ensemble, Γ̃k, comprising all structures in
Γk that contain all base pairs in Ek. This calculation is performed
using a dynamic program suitable for complexes containing
arbitrary numbers of strands,11 enforcing the base pairs in Ek by
applying a bonus energy, ΔGclamp, each time a base pair in Ek is
encountered within the dynamic program (see Supporting
Information section S1.2).31,61

Next, the conditional partition functions calculated at depth
d are merged recursively to estimate the partition function for
complex j. Consider split-point F in parent k, with left-child and
right-child conditional partition functions, Q̃kl and Q̃kr, and free
energy, ΔGF

interior, for the interior loop formed by the base pairs
sandwiching F (see Supporting Information section S1.2). The
partition function estimate for parent k is then

̃ = ̃ ̃ −ΔQ Q Q G k Texp( / )k k k F
interior

Bl r (7)

At the conclusion of recursive merging, the partition function
estimate for complex j based on conditional quantities
calculated at depth d is Q̃j. This estimate becomes exact as
the equilibrium probabilities of the base pairs sandwiching
decomposition split-points approach unity in accordance with
the decomposition assumption. In this case, enforcing these
base pairs within the conditional child ensembles at depth d
leads to conditional child partition function estimates
neglecting only structures that contribute negligibly to the
partition function of complex j.

Complex Pair Probability Matrix Estimate. Similarly, on
node k, we calculate the conditional pair probability matrix

ϕ̃ ≡ |P P E( )k k k (8)

over the conditional ensemble, Γ̃k, using a related dynamic
program.11 The conditional pair probability matrices calculated
at depth d are merged recursively to calculate the pair
probability matrix estimate for complex j. During each merge,
the matrix entries for the parent are taken from the
corresponding entries in the children. At the conclusion of
recursive merging, the pair probability matrix estimate for
complex j based on conditional quantities calculated at depth d
is P̃j. This estimate becomes exact in the limit as the equilibrium
probabilities of the base pairs sandwiching the decomposition
split-points approach unity in accordance with the decom-
position assumption. In this case, enforcing these base pairs
within the conditional child ensembles at depth d is an accurate

Figure 3. Structure-guided hierarchical ensemble decomposition of an
on-target complex. Split-points within each parent are depicted in red,
sandwiching base pairs within each parent are depicted in blue, and
base pairs that are enforced within each child ensemble are depicted in
green.
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reflection of the predominant equilibrium base-pairing state of
these nucleotides in complex j.
Complex Concentration Estimate using Deflated Mass

Constraints. After calculating the set of complex partition
function estimates, Q̃Ψactive, based on the conditional partition
functions at level d, the corresponding equilibrium complex
concentration estimates, x ̃Ψactive, may be found by solving the
convex programming problem (eq 1). To impose the
conservation of mass constraints (eq 1b), the total concen-
tration of each strand species, i ∈ Ψ0, must be specified. The
total strand concentrations

∑= ∀ ∈ Ψ
∈Ψ

x A y ii
j

i j j
0

,
0

on (9)

follow from the target concentration, yj, and strand
composition, Ai,j, of each on-target complex j ∈ Ψon.
Using test tube ensemble focusing, initial sequence

optimization is performed on a decomposition forest that
contains only the on-target complexes in Ψactive, but ultimately,
we wish to satisfy the test tube stop condition (eq 5) for the full
set of complexes in Ψ, including the off-targets in Ψpassive. Recall
that the off-targets in Ψpassive do not contribute directly to the
sum used to calculate the test tube ensemble defect (eq 3) but
contribute indirectly by forming with positive concentrations,
causing concentration defects for complexes in Ψactive as a result
of conservation of mass. Hence, we can preallocate a portion of
the permitted test tube ensemble defect, fstopynt, to the
neglected off-target complexes in Ψpassive by deflating the total
strand concentrations (eq 9) used to impose the mass
constraints (eq 1b) in calculating the equilibrium concen-
trations xΨ̃active.
Following this approach, if Ψpassive ≠ ⌀, we make the

assumption that the complexes in Ψpassive consume a constant
fraction of each total strand concentration:

∑ ∑̃ = ∀ ∈ Ψ
∈Ψ ∈Ψ

A x f f A y i
j

i j j
j

i j j, passive stop ,
0

passive on

with f passive ∈ (0,1), corresponding to a total mass allocation of
f passive fstopynt to the neglected off-targets in Ψpassive. To calculate
the complex concentration estimates, xΨ̃active, via eq 1, we
therefore use the deflated strand concentrations:

∑= − ∀ ∈ Ψ
∈Ψ

x f f A y i(1 )i
j

i j j
0

passive stop ,
0

on (10)

in place of the full strand concentrations (eq 9). In the context
of the deflated-mass test tube, the complex concentration
estimates, xΨ̃active, become exact in the limit as the complex
partition function estimates, Q̃Ψactive, become exact.
Complex Ensemble Defect Estimate. For each complex j ∈

Ψon, the complex ensemble defect estimate, ñj, is calculated
using the complex pair probability matrix estimate, P̃j,
reconstructed from conditional quantities calculated efficiently
at any depth d ∈ {2,...,D}.
For complex j, the contribution of nucleotide a to the

complex ensemble defect estimate is given by

∑̃ = − ̃
ϕ≤ ≤ | |+

n P S1j
a

b
j
a b

j
a b

1 1

, ,

j

and the complex ensemble defect estimate is then

∑̃ = ̃
ϕ≤ ≤ | |

n nj
a

j
a

1 j

This estimate becomes exact in the limit as the complex pair
probability matrix estimate, P̃j, becomes exact.

Test Tube Ensemble Defect Estimate. Having calculated the
complex concentration estimates, xΨ̃active, and the complex
ensemble defect estimates, nΨ̃on, based on conditional quantities
calculated efficiently at any depth d ∈ {2,...,D}, the test tube
ensemble defect estimate is

∑̃ = ̃
∈Ψ

C cd
j

j
on (11)

where

ϕ̃ = ̃ ̃ + | | − ̃c n x y y xmin( , ) max( , 0)j j j j j j j

is the contribution of complex j. In the context of the deflated-
mass test tube, this estimate becomes exact in the limit as the
concentration estimates, xΨ̃active, and complex ensemble defect
estimates, n ̃Ψon, become exact.
Finally, we note that the contribution of nucleotide a in

complex j ∈ Ψon to the test tube ensemble defect estimate, C̃d,
is

̃ = ̃ ̃ + − ̃C n x y y xmin( , ) max( , 0)d
a

j
a

j j j j

which will provide a basis for defect-weighted mutation
sampling during leaf mutation and defect-weighted reseeding
during leaf reoptimization.

Sequence Optimization at the Leaves of the
Decomposition Forest. Initialization. The sequences for
the complexes j ∈ Ψactive are randomly initialized subject to
complementarity constraints in the design problem specifica-
tion: Watson−Crick complements are used to initialize
complementary sequence domains or any bases that are paired
within an on-target structure. These initial sequences are
pushed down to the leaf level of the decomposition forest.

Leaf Mutation. To minimize computational cost, all
candidate mutations are evaluated at the leaf nodes, k ∈ ΛD,
of the decomposition forest. Leaf mutation terminates
successfully if the leaf stop condition,

̃ ≤C CD D
stop

(12)

is satisfied. A candidate mutation is accepted if it decreases the
test tube ensemble defect estimate (eq 11) and rejected
otherwise.
We perform defect-weighted mutation sampling by selecting

nucleotide a for mutation with probability C̃D
a /C̃D, proportional

to the contribution of nucleotide a to the test tube ensemble
defect estimate. If the selected candidate mutation position is
subject to complementarity constraints implied by the design
problem specification, either via complementary sequence
domains or via base-pairing within an on-target structure, the
candidate mutation respects the constraint with either
Watson−Crick complementarity (default; constrained nucleo-
tides are selected randomly from a uniform distribution of
Watson−Crick pairs) or wobble complementarity (constrained
nucleotides are selected randomly from a uniform distribution
of Watson−Crick and wobble pairs). For design problems
where on-target structures place competing demands on the
test tube ensemble defect, permitting wobble complementarity
gives the algorithm additional flexibility in meeting these
demands (e.g., see the example of Figure 9).
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A candidate sequence, ϕ̂ΛD
, is evaluated via calculation of the

test tube ensemble defect estimate, C̃D, if the candidate
mutation, ξ, is not in the set of previously rejected mutations,
γbad (position and sequence). The set, γbad, is updated after each
unsuccessful mutation and cleared after each successful
mutation. The counter mbad is used to keep track of the
number of consecutive failed mutation attempts; it is
incremented after each unsuccessful mutation and reset to
zero after each successful mutation. Leaf mutation terminates
unsuccessfully if mbad ≥ Mbad. The outcome of leaf mutation is
the set of leaf sequences, ϕΛD

, corresponding to the lowest
encountered C̃D.
Leaf Reoptimization. After leaf mutation terminates, if the

leaf stop condition (eq 12) is not satisfied, leaf reoptimization
commences. At the outset of each round of leaf reoptimization,
we perform defect-weighted reseeding of Mreseed positions by
selecting nucleotide a for reseeding (with a new random initial
sequence) with probability C̃D

a /C̃D, proportional to the
contribution of nucleotide a to the test tube ensemble defect
estimate. Complementarity constraints are respected as during
leaf mutation. After performing a new round of leaf mutation,
the reoptimized candidate sequences, ϕ̂ΛD

, are accepted if they
decrease C̃D and rejected otherwise. The counter mreopt is used
to keep track of the number of rounds of leaf reoptimization;
mreopt is incremented after each rejection and reset to zero after
each acceptance. Leaf reoptimization terminates successfully if
the leaf stop condition is satisfied and unsuccessfully if mreopt ≥
Mreopt. The outcome of leaf reoptimization is the set of leaf
sequences, ϕΛD

, corresponding to the lowest encountered C̃D.
Subsequence Merging, Redecomposition, and Reop-

timization. Moving down the decomposition forest, hier-
archical ensemble decomposition makes the assumption that
base pairs sandwiching parental split-points form with
probability approaching unity. Conditional child ensembles
enforce these sandwiching base pairs at all levels in the
decomposition forest in accordance with the decomposition
assumption. As subsequences are merged moving up the
decomposition forest, the accuracy of the decomposition
assumption is checked. If the assumption is correct, the child-
estimated defect will accurately predict the parent-estimated
defect. If the assumption is incorrect, the child-estimated defect
will not accurately predict the parent-estimated defect since the
conditional child ensembles neglect the contributions of
structures that lack the sandwiching base pairs. During
subsequence merging, if the decomposition assumption is
discovered to be incorrect, hierarchical ensemble redecompo-
sition is performed based on the newly available parental base-
pairing information. The details of subsequence merging,
redecomposition, and reoptimization are as follows.
After leaf reoptimization terminates, parent nodes at depth

d = D − 1 merge their left and right child sequences to create
the candidate sequence ϕ̂Λd

. The parental test tube ensemble
defect estimate, C̃d, is calculated and the candidate sequence,
ϕ̂Λd

, is accepted if it decreases C̃d and rejected otherwise. If the
parental stop condition

̃ ≤ ̃ +C C C fmax( , / )d d d
stop

1 stringent (13)

is satisfied, merging continues up to the next level in the forest.
Otherwise, failure to satisfy the parental stop condition
indicates the existence of the decomposition defect,

̃ − ̃ >+C C f/ 0d d 1 stringent

exceeding the basal level permitted by the parameter fstringent.
The parent node at depth d whose replacement by its children
results in the greatest underestimate of the test tube ensemble
defect at level d is subjected to (structure- and probability-
guided) hierarchical ensemble redecomposition as described
below. Additional parents are redecomposed until

̃ − ̃* ≤ ̃ − ̃+ +C C f f C C f/ ( / )d d d d1 stringent redecomp 1 stringent

where C̃d+1 is the child defect estimate before any
redecomposition, C̃d+1* is the child defect estimate after
redecomposition, and f redecomp ∈ (0, 1).
After redecomposition, the current sequences at depth d are

pushed to level D, the lowest encountered defect estimate is
reset for all levels below d, and a new round of leaf mutation
and reoptimization is performed. Following leaf reoptimization,
merging begins again. Subsequence merging and reoptimization
terminate successfully if the parental stop condition (eq 13) is
satisfied at depth d = 1. The outcome of subsequence merging,
re-decomposition, and reoptimization is the sequence, ϕΛ1

,
corresponding to the lowest encountered C̃1.

Test Tube Evaluation, Refocusing, and Reoptimiza-
tion. Using test tube ensemble focusing, initial sequence
optimization is performed for the on-target complexes in Ψactive,
neglecting the off-target complexes in Ψpassive. At the
termination of initial forest optimization, the estimated test
tube ensemble defect is C̃1, calculated using eq 11. For this
estimate, the complex defect contributions, cΨ̃active, are based on
complex concentration estimates, x ̃Ψactive, calculated using
deflated total strand concentrations (eq 10) to create a built-
in defect allowance for the effect of the neglected off-targets in
Ψpassive. The exact test tube ensemble defect, C, is then
evaluated for the first time over the full ensemble, Ψ, using eq
3. For this exact calculation, the complex defect contributions,
cΨ, are based on complex concentrations, xΨ, calculated using
the full strand concentrations (eq 9).
If the test tube ensemble defect satisfies the termination stop

condition,

≤ ̃C C Cmax( , )stop 1 (14)

sequence design terminates successfully. Otherwise, failure to
satisfy the termination stop condition indicates the existence of
the focusing defect:

− ̃ >C C 0.1

The test tube ensemble is refocused by transferring the highest-
concentration off-target in Ψpassive to Ψactive. Additional off-
targets are transferred from Ψpassive to Ψactive until

− ̃ * ≤ − ̃C C f C C( )1 refocus 1

where C̃1 is the forest-estimated defect before any refocusing,
C̃1* is the forest-estimated defect after refocusing (calculated
using deflated strand concentrations (eq 10) if Ψpassive ≠ ⌀),
and f refocus ∈ (0, 1).
The new off-target structures in Ψactive are then decomposed

using probability-guided hierarchical ensemble decomposition
as described below, the decomposition forest is augmented with
new nodes at all depths, and forest reoptimization commences
starting from the final sequences from the previous round of
forest optimization. During forest reoptimization, the algorithm
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actively attempts to destabilize the off-targets that were added
to Ψactive. This process of ensemble refocusing and forest
reoptimization is repeated until the termination stop condition
(eq 14) is satisfied, which is guaranteed to occur in the event
that all off-targets are eventually added to Ψactive. At the
conclusion of sequence design, the algorithm returns the
sequence set, ϕΨ, that yielded the lowest encountered test tube
ensemble defect, C.
Hierarchical Ensemble Decomposition Using Multiple

Exclusive Split-Points. Prior to sequence design, in the
absence of base-pairing probability information, hierarchical
ensemble decomposition was performed for each complex, j ∈
Ψactive, based on the user-specified on-target structure, sj. For a
parent node, k, with structural ensemble, Γk, a single split-point,
F, was positioned within a duplex in target structure, sj, so as to
minimize the cost of evaluating both children, yielding left and
right child nodes kl and kr with conditional ensembles Γ̃kl and
Γ̃kr. These child ensembles enable reconstruction of the
conditional parent ensemble, Γ̃k, containing all structures in
Γk that contain the two base pairs that sandwich F. Following
leaf optimization, when left and right child sequences are
merged to form a parent sequence, if decomposition defects are
observed, Γ̃k excludes structures that are important to the
equilibrium physical properties of Γk, implying that the base
pairs sandwiching F do not form with probability approaching
unity and hence that the conditional physical quantities
calculated for the children are not sufficient to predict the
physical quantities for the parent. This situation is remedied by
redecomposing the parent, taking into consideration the newly
available parental base-pairing probabilities.
Two candidate split-points, Fi and Fj, are exclusive if they

cross when depicted in a polymer graph (denoted Fi ⊗ Fj; see
Figure 2b). The parent ensembles, Γ̃ki and Γ̃kj, reconstructed
from the child ensembles implied by exclusive splits points, Fi
and Fj, have no structures in common (Γ̃ki ∩ Γ̃kj = ⌀). A set of
mutually exclusive split-points, {F}, can be used to non-
redundantly decompose the parent ensemble so that the sum of
the probabilities of the sandwiching base-pair stacks approaches
unity from below. During subsequence merging, redecompo-
sition of parent nodes derived from on-target complexes is
performed using structure- and probability-guided decomposi-
tion using multiple exclusive split-points. During off-target
destabilization, decomposition of parent nodes derived from
off-target complexes (for which no target structures exist), is
performed using probability-guided decomposition using multi-
ple exclusive split-points. In either case, selection of the optimal
set of exclusive split-points is determined using a branch and
bound algorithm to minimize the cost of evaluating the child
nodes (see Supporting Information section S1.4). Because
exclusive split-points lead to exclusive structural ensembles, it is
straightforward to generalize the expressions used to
reconstruct parental physical properties from child physical
properties, as detailed below.
Structure-Guided Decomposition Using a Single Split-

Point. For comparison with the formulations that follow, here,
we recast the previously described structure-guided hierarchical
ensemble decomposition using modified notation. Let F denote
a split-point and let F± denote the union of the sets of Hsplit
base pairs sandwiching F on either side. For a node k
descendant from on-target complex j ∈ Ψactive with user-
specified target structure sj, the nodal target structure matrix, Sk,

is defined using the corresponding entries from the root target
structure matrix Sj. The set of valid split-points may be denoted

ϕ ϕ
≡

=

| | | | ≥
· ∈ ±

⎧
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and the optimal split-point selected for decomposition,

ϕ ϕ* ≡ | | + | |
∈

F min ( )
F B S k k( )

3 3

k
l r

minimizes the cost of evaluating the two child nodes implied by
F.

Probability-Guided Decomposition Using Multiple Exclu-
sive Split-Points. The set of sets of valid exclusive split-points
may be denoted
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for a user-specified value of fsplit ∈ (0,1) and the optimal set of
exclusive split-points selected for decomposition,

∑ ϕ ϕ* ≡ | | + | |
∈ ∈

F{ } min ( )
F B P F F

k k{ } ( ) { }

3 3

k
i

i il r

minimizes the cost of evaluating the 2|{F}| child nodes implied
by {F}.

Structure- and Probability-Guided Decomposition using
Multiple Exclusive Split-Points. The set of sets of valid split-
points may be denoted

̂ ≡
= ∪ ∈ ∈ ̅

⊗ ∀ ≠ ∈⎪ ⎪
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and the optimal set of exclusive split-points selected for
decomposition

∑ ϕ ϕ* ≡ | | + | |
∈ ̂

∈
F{ } min ( )

F B S P F F
k k{ } ( , ) { }

3 3

k k
i

i il r

minimizes the cost of evaluating the 2|{F}| child nodes implied
by {F}. The structure-guided component of this approach
ensures that the redecomposition is compatible with the user-
specified target structure, while the probability-guided
component of this approach ensures that the physical
properties of the parent can be accurately estimated using the
children. For any children resulting from split-points that are
target-structure-incompatible, subsequent decomposition is
performed via probability-guided decomposition.

Test Tube Ensemble Defect Estimation using Multiple
Exclusive Decompositions. Here, we generalize the formula-
tion of test tube ensemble defect estimation at depth d ∈
{2,...,D} to account for the possibility of multiple exclusive split-
points within any parent in the decomposition forest. Consider
parent k decomposed using the set of exclusive split-points, {F}.
Following eq 7, for each split-point Fi ∈ {F}, the

corresponding exclusive contribution to the parental partition
function estimate is
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̃ = ̃ ̃ −ΔQ Q Q G k Texp( / )k k k F
interior

Bi i i il r

yielding the partition function estimate for parent k:

∑̃ = ̃
∈

Q Qk
F F

k
{ }i

i

Recursive merging is performed until the complex partition
function estimate, Q̃j, is obtained.
Likewise, for each split-point Fi ∈ {F}, the entries in the

exclusive parental pair probability matrix estimate, P̃ki, are taken
from the corresponding entries in the child pair probability
matrix estimates, ̃Pk il

and ̃Pk ir
. Boltzmann weighting of exclusive

parental estimates then yields the pair probability matrix
estimate for parent k:

∑̃ = ̃
̃
̃

∈
P P

Q

Qk
F F

k
k

k{ }i

i

i

Recursive merging is performed until the complex pair
probability matrix estimate, P̃j, is obtained.
Calculation of the complex concentration estimates, xΨ̃active,

the complex ensemble defect estimates, n ̃Ψon, and the test tube
ensemble defect estimate, C̃d, then proceed as before.

■ METHODS
Implementation. The test tube design algorithm is coded

in the C programming language. The algorithm is available for
noncommercial research purposes as part of the NUPACK web
application and code base (www.nupack.org).12

Target Test Tubes. Algorithm performance is demon-
strated using test sets of target test tubes. For the engineered test
set, each on-target structure was randomly generated with stem
and loop sizes randomly selected from a distribution of sizes
representative of the nucleic acid engineering literature (see
Supporting Information section S3). For the random test set,
each on-target structure was generated by calculating the
minimum free energy structure of a different random RNA
sequence at 37 °C. Within each target test tube, there are two
on-target dimers (each with a target concentration of 1 μM)
and a total of 106 off-target monomers, dimers, trimers, and
tetramers (each with vanishing target concentration), repre-
senting all complexes of up to Lmax = 4 strands (excluding the
two on-target dimers). For each test set, 50 target test tubes
were generated for each on-target dimer size, |ϕ| ∈ {50, 100,
200, 400} nt, with all strands the same length in each target test
tube. The structural properties of the on-target structures in the
engineered and random test sets are summarized in Supporting
Information Figure S18. Typically, the random test set contains
on-target structures with a lower fraction of paired nucleotides,
more stems, and shorter stems (as short as one base pair). For
the design studies that follow, new target test tubes were
generated from scratch. The design algorithm was not tested on
these target test tubes prior to generating the depicted results.
Sequence Design Trials. For all studies, five independent

design trials were performed for each target test tube. Design
trials were run on a cluster of 2.53 GHz Intel E5540 Xeon dual-
processor/quad-core nodes with 24 GB of memory per node.
Each trial was run on a single computational core using the
default algorithm parameters of Table 1 unless otherwise noted.
Design quality is plotted62 as the normalized test tube ensemble
defect, C/ynt. Data are typically presented as cumulative
histograms over design trials. Our primary test scenario is

RNA sequence design for the engineered test set at 37 °C with
fstop = 0.01 (i.e., no more than 1% of the nucleotides in the test
tube incorrectly paired at equilibrium).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Algorithm Performance for Test Tube Design. Figure 4

demonstrates the performance of the test tube design algorithm
on the engineered and random test sets. For each target test
tube, the algorithm designs for two on-target dimers (each with
a target secondary structure and target concentration) and
against a total of 106 off-target monomers, dimers, trimers, and
tetramers (each with vanishing target concentration). Most
designs trials surpass the desired design quality (normalized test
tube ensemble defect ≤0.01; panel a). Typical design cost
ranges from seconds for test tubes with 50-nt on-targets to
hours for test tubes with 400-nt on-targets (panel b). Starting
from random initial sequences, the desired design quality can
be achieved with a broad range of GC contents (panel c). The
typical cost of test tube design relative to the cost of a single
evaluation of the test tube ensemble defect is only a factor of 3
for the engineered test set and a factor of 10 for the random
test set.

Importance of Designing Against Off-Targets. Is it
important to include off-target complexes in the test tube
ensemble so that the design algorithm can actively destabilize
them? To examine this question in the context of the
engineered test set, Figure 5 compares design quality for
sequences designed in a test tube ensemble containing either:
no off-targets (equivalent to complex design), all off-targets up
to dimers, or all off-targets up to tetramers. The quality of the
resulting design is evaluated using a reference test tube
ensemble including all off-targets up to pentamers. Only the
sequences designed against all off-targets up to tetrameters are
consistently of high quality; designing against no off-targets or
against all off-targets up to dimers typically leads to very poor
sequence designs.
We note that, in the absence of off-target destabilization, the

strands in an on-target complex will often form a dimerized off-
target complex (containing two copies of each strand) at
significant concentrations. We recommend actively designing
against these dimerized off-targets, which is achieved for the
engineered test set (containing dimer on-targets) by designing
against all off-targets up to tetramers.

Contributions of Algorithmic Ingredients. To avoid the
expense of evaluating candidate mutations on all off-target
complexes throughout the design process, test tube ensemble

Table 1. Default Parameters for RNA Designa

parameter value

fstop 0.01
f passive 0.01
Hsplit 2
Nsplit 12
fsplit 0.99
fstringent 0.99
ΔGclamp −25 kcal/mol
Mbad 300
Mreseed 50
Mreopt 3
f redecomp 0.03
f refocus 0.03

aFor DNA design, Hsplit = 3.
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focusing partitions the complexes in Ψ into the sets Ψactive and
Ψpassive. To efficiently accept or reject each candidate mutation,
the test tube ensemble defect is estimated at the leaf level of the
decomposition forest obtained via hierarchical ensemble
decomposition of the complexes in Ψactive. Figure 6
demonstrates that, for the engineered test set, the estimated

defect typically closely approximates the exact defect (panel a)
but at a cost that is lower by 2−3 orders of magnitude (panel
b). Figure 7 demonstrates that the cost savings resulting from
hierarchical ensemble decomposition become substantial as the
size of the complexes in Ψactive increases (due to the increasing
depth of the decomposition forest) and that the cost savings

Figure 4. Algorithm performance for test tube design. (a) Design quality. The stop condition is depicted as a dashed black line. (b) Design cost. (c)
Sequence composition. The initial GC content is depicted as a dashed black line. (d) Cost of sequence design relative to a single evaluation of the
objective function. RNA design at 37 °C for the engineered test set (solid lines) and random test set (dotted lines).

Figure 5. Importance of designing against off-targets. Comparison of test tube design performed using an ensemble containing all off-targets up to
size Lmax = 0 (dotted line; |Ψoff| = 0, equivalent to complex design), Lmax = 2 (dashed line; |Ψoff| = 12), or Lmax = 4 (solid line; |Ψoff| = 106). (a)
Design quality evaluated by calculating the test tube ensemble defect for a reference ensemble containing all off-targets up to size Lmax = 5 (|Ψoff| =
314). The stop condition is depicted as a dashed black line. (b) Design cost. RNA design at 37 °C for the engineered test set.

Figure 6. Accuracy and cost of test tube ensemble defect estimation. (a) Accuracy of leaf-based estimate relative to cost of exact defect. (b) Cost of
leaf-based estimate relative to exact defect cost. The exact test tube ensemble defect, C, is calculated using all on- and off-target complexes j ∈ Ψ. The
test tube ensemble defect estimate, C̃D, is calculated using the leaf nodes, k ∈ ΛD, of the final decomposition forest obtained by hierarchically
decomposing the structural ensembles of the on- and off-target complexes j ∈ Ψactive. RNA design at 37 °C for the engineered test set. For each
design trial, comparisons are made using the final designed sequences, ϕΨ.
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resulting from test tube ensemble focusing are substantial
independent of complex size (due to the large number of off-
targets in Ψpassive).
Robustness of Predictions to Model Perturbations.

Algorithms for the analysis and design of equilibrium nucleic
acid secondary structure depend on empirical free energy
models.30−34 It is inevitable that the parameter sets in these
models will continue to be refined, so it is important that
assessments of design quality are robust to parameter
perturbations. Figure 8 demonstrates that for the subset of

the engineered test set with 100-nt on-targets, the predicted
quality of most sequence designs is typically robust to 3%
parameter perturbations (with test tube ensemble defect often
less than the stop condition), and even to 10% parameter
perturbations (with test tube ensemble defect typically within a
factor of 2 of the stop condition), but not to 30% parameter
perturbations (with test tube ensemble defect rarely within a
factor of 10 of the stop condition).
Test Tube Design with Competing On-Target Com-

plexes. In the engineered test set, each of four strands appears
in exactly one of two on-target dimers so there is no
disadvantage to stabilizing these dimers to the maximum extent
possible since the target concentration for all off-target
complexes is zero. However, if there are multiple on-target
complexes competing for the same strands, then the algorithm
must balance the relative stability of these competing on-
targets. To examine this challenge, we consider target test tubes

in which a strand is intended to form both a monomer hairpin
and a dimer duplex (Figure 9a), varying the target
concentration of the monomer while keeping the total strand
concentration fixed. Figure 9b demonstrates that typical design
quality varies greatly depending on the desired relative stability
of the monomer and dimer on-targets. For example, the
algorithm typically succeeds in satisfying the stop condition for
low monomer target concentrations but not for high monomer
target concentrations. These designs were performed using
Watson−Crick complementarity constraints. If wobble pairs are
permitted, typical design performance significantly improves
(Figure 9c), reflecting the additional flexibility provided to the
algorithm.
Because of the competition between on-target complexes, it

is interesting to revisit the question of robustness to model
perturbations. The perturbation studies of Figure 9d demon-
strate that the predicted design quality is typically robust to
model perturbations for test tubes where one on-target
dominates the other but becomes more sensitive to model
perturbations for test tubes where both on-targets are in
competition at nonsaturated target concentrations. Hence, for
applications where multiple competing on-targets are intended
to form at nonsaturated concentrations, it is more likely that
the relative stabilities of the on-targets will need to be fine-
tuned based on experimental measurements to account for
imperfections in the physical model. Fortunately, many
applications seek to saturate all on-targets at maximum
concentration, reducing the sensitivity of computational
predictions to perturbations in the model parameters.

Test Tube Design with Large Numbers of On- and
Off-Targets. Figure 10 demonstrates the performance of the
algorithm for target test tubes containing large number of on-
and off-target complexes. Typical design trials surpass the
desired design quality (normalized test tube ensemble defect
≤0.01; panel a) and the typical design cost is less than 4 times
the cost of a single evaluation of the test tube ensemble defect
(panel d), ranging from 10 s for a test tube containing 1 on-
target and 14 off-targets to 8 h for a test tube containing 8 on-
targets and 17976 off-targets (panel b).

■ CONCLUSION
Test tube design provides a powerful framework for engineer-
ing nucleic acid base pairing. The desired equilibrium base-
pairing properties for the test tube are specified as an arbitrary
number of on-target complexes, each with a target secondary
structure and target concentration, and an arbitrary number of

Figure 7. Efficiency implications of test tube ensemble focusing and hierarchical ensemble decomposition. (a) Design quality. The stop condition is
depicted as a dashed black line. (b) Design cost. Comparison of test tube design performed with the full algorithm (including test tube ensemble
focusing and hierarchical ensemble decomposition permitting multiple exclusive split-points per parent; solid lines), test tube ensemble focusing and
hierarchal ensemble decomposition permitting only a single split-point per parent (dotted lines), test tube ensemble focusing but no hierarchical
ensemble decomposition (dashed lines), or no test tube ensemble focusing and no hierarchical ensemble decomposition (uneven dashed lines).
RNA design at 37 °C for the subset of the engineered test set with 50-nt, 100-nt, and 200-nt on-targets.

Figure 8. Robustness of design quality predictions to perturbations in
model parameters. For each design trial, the median test tube
ensemble defect was calculated over 100 perturbed physical models
(each parameter perturbed by Gaussian noise with a standard
deviation of 0, 1, 3, 10, or 30% of the parameter modulus). RNA
design at 37 °C for the subset of the engineered test set with 100-nt
on-targets. The stop condition is depicted as a dashed black line.
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off-target complexes, each with vanishing target concentration.
Given a target test tube, the test tube ensemble defect
quantifies the concentration of incorrectly paired nucleotides at
equilibrium. Test tube ensemble defect optimization imple-
ments a positive design paradigm (stabilize on-targets) and a
negative design paradigm (destabilize off-targets) at two levels:
(a) designing for the on-target structure and against all off-

target structures within the structural ensemble of each on-
target complex,15,22 and (b) designing for the target
concentration of each on-target complex and against the
formation of all off-target complexes within the ensemble of the
test tube. Both paradigms are crucial at both levels in order to
achieve high-quality test tube designs with a low test tube
ensemble defect.

Figure 9. Test tube design with competing on-target complexes. (a) A range of target test tubes were defined with the monomer target
concentration ranging from 0 to 1 μM in 0.01 μM increments and the total strand concentration held fixed at 1 μM. (b) Median design quality with
Watson−Crick complementarity constraints. (c) Median design quality with wobble complementarity constraints. (d) Robustness of design quality
predictions to perturbations in model parameters for sequence designs with wobble complementarity constraints. For each design trial, the median
test tube ensemble defect was calculated over 100 perturbed physical models (each parameter perturbed by Gaussian noise with a standard deviation
of 10% of the parameter modulus). RNA sequence design at 37 °C with Lmax = 2 (i.e., no off-targets). The test tube stop condition is depicted as a
dashed black line ( fstop = 0.02).

Figure 10. Test tube design with large numbers of on- and off-target complexes. Target test tubes contain |Ψon| ∈ {1,2,4,8} on-target dimers and all
off-target complexes up to size Lmax = 4 (corresponding to target test tubes with |Ψoff| ∈ {14,106,1260,17976}, respectively). (a) Design quality. The
stop condition is depicted as a dashed black line. (b) Design cost. (c) Sequence composition. The initial GC content is depicted as a dashed black
line. (d) Cost of sequence design relative to a single evaluation of the objective function. RNA sequence design at 37 °C. Fifty target test tubes for
each value of |Ψon|; 100-nt on-target dimers randomly selected from the engineered test set.
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Three concepts enable efficient test tube design by reducing
the cost of evaluating candidate sequences:

• Test tube ensemble focusing: Test tube ensemble focusing
dramatically reduces the number of complexes that are
actively considered within the ensemble of the test tube
during sequence optimization. Initially, only on-target
complexes are included in the focused ensemble, making
the assumption that all off-target complexes will form
with negligible concentration at equilibrium. If this
assumption proves incorrect, test tube ensemble
refocusing is performed to ensure that any off-target
complexes observed to form with non-negligible
concentration in the full test tube ensemble are included
in the focused ensemble for active destabilization during
subsequent rounds of sequence optimization.

• Hierarchical ensemble decomposition: Hierarchical ensem-
ble decomposition dramatically reduces the number of
structures that are actively considered within the
ensemble of each complex during sequence optimization.
The structural ensemble of each complex in the focused
test tube ensemble is decomposed into a tree of
conditional subensembles, yielding a forest of decom-
position trees. Initially, decomposition of each parent
ensemble is based on the assumption that many off-target
structures that are incompatible with the on-target
structure for the complex will form with negligible
probability and may be neglected in the conditional child
ensembles that are used to efficiently estimate physical
properties of the parent. If this assumption proves
incorrect, hierarchical ensemble redecomposition is
performed to ensure that any off-target structures
observed to form with non-negligible probability in the
parent ensemble are included in the conditional child
ensembles for active destabilization during subsequent
rounds of sequence optimization.

• Calculation of conditional physical properties: By calculat-
ing conditional partition functions and pair probabilities
over the conditional structural ensembles at the leaves of
the decomposition forest, the equilibrium base-pairing
properties of a test tube of interacting strands can be
accurately and efficiently estimated. This estimation
capability applies to the test tube ensemble defect that
provides a physically meaningful objective function for
test tube design, as well as to other underlying physical
properties (complex partition functions, complex pair
probabilities, and complex concentrations) that may be
of interest in other contexts.

Used in combination, test tube ensemble focusing,
hierarchical ensemble decomposition, and calculation of
conditional physical properties enable efficient estimation and
optimization of the test tube ensemble defect for target test
tubes representative of design challenges in the molecular
programming and synthetic biology communities, typically
achieving a normalized test tube ensemble defect ≤1% at a
design cost within an order of magnitude of the cost of test
tube analysis.
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